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ADMISSIONS PROCEDURES 
1. Complete all relevant sections of this form. 
2. Email it to owbnmembership@gmail.com . 
3. The Membership Coordinator will email/contact you and ask for clarification on any 
points. 
4. The Membership Team will then work with you to shift any plots that need to be shift to 
the OWBN structure. This is generally a small task. But it helps people if your Chronicle's 
Justicars have the same names as ours and this is part of the plot shifts. 
5. Your application will then be reviewed by the coordinator team for any questions they 
might have. 
6. After your application passes coord review, it will be propped to council.  This is posted 
as a potential for autopass prop.  
7. If you are propping as a probationary game, you will need to submit  a copy of your 
house rules and disciplinary policy.  If your disciplinary policy is included in a charter, sending 
in the full charter is acceptable as well. 
 
 
BASIC GAME INFORMATION 
 
Name of Chronicle (ie Dark Terror or Lost in the Darkness): Cincinnati, OH - USA, Rage and Fury 
 
Physical Location of your Chronicle: 2200 Pinney Ln, Cincinnati, OH 45231 (2nd and 4th Fridays 
starting around 6 to 7 pm) 
 
IC Location of Your Game (Territories Requested):  
 
USA - Kentucky - Bracker County; (Cincinnati, OH - USA, Shadows of Cincinnati cedes the territory) 
USA - Kentucky - Greenup County; (Lexington, KY - USA, Panders Playground cedes the territory) 
USA - Kentucky - Lewis County; (Lexington, KY - USA, Panders Playground cedes the territory) 
USA - Kentucky - Mason County; (Cincinnati, OH - USA, Shadows of Cincinnati cedes the territory) 
USA - Ohio - Adams County;  (Cincinnati, OH - USA, Shadows of Cincinnati cedes the territory) 
USA - Ohio - Highland County; (Cincinnati, OH - USA, Shadows of Cincinnati cedes the territory) 
USA - Ohio - Pike County; (Cincinnati, OH - USA, Shadows of Cincinnati will cede its claim, to Rage and 
Fury, which will enter a shared territory arrangement with Springfield, OH - USA, Ohio Knights Sabbat ) 
USA - Ohio - Scioto County; (Cincinnati, OH - USA, Shadows of Cincinnati cedes the territory) 
 
 
 
Have you played in OWBN before, if yes where: Yes at Pander’s Playground and Dayton Dying 
Embers 
 
Have you story-told in OWBN before, if yes where: I have only story told for Rage and Fury as a 
satellite to Shadows Over Cincinnati 
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How old is your Chronicle (ie Current Chronicle): 3 Years, 1 Month, 16 days as of 2/17/2019 
 
How old is your Gaming Group (ie How long have you been together): A complex question, the 
group itself has been around since the start of the game, but there are players from the local 
games that also play at Pander’s Playground and Shadows Over Cincinnati for over a decade. 
 
Current Numbers of Players: 15 to 20 fairly active players 
 
Average Age of Players: The average age group would be 23 to 28 
 
Average Game Player Turnout: We average 10 to 14 a game 
 
Average Number of Games Played a month: We have game twice a month, the 2nd and 4th 
Fridays of each month 
 
Average XP assigned each month: 8 for players that attend at least 1 game, is active in email 
scenes, or visiting another OWBN game with proof 
STORYTELLER INFORMATION 
 
Head Storyteller Details 
Name: Gary L Bown Jr 
Email Address:  glbrafst@gmail.com 
Duties: General Storytelling powers (I.E., running plots, throwing chops, signing items in), 
responsible for making players feel safe and comfortable at game, administering punishments, 
overseeing any scene involving PC death, the final say on any ruling within Chronicle level 
power, communicating with the Player Reps to keep peace and better understand the player base, 
safeguarding any game funs, adhering to Charter, and lastly keeping a fair and fun game. 
 
Assistant Storyteller(s) Details 
Name: Sarah Sweeney 
Email Address: sarahrafst@gmail.com 
Duties: General Storytelling powers (I.E., running plots, throwing chops, signing items in), 
responsible for making players feel safe and comfortable at game, communicating with the 
Player Reps to keep peace and better understand the player base, and lastly keeping a fair and fun 
game. 
 
Do any of the storytellers have a character based in this game? 
 
Yes. The HST has an inactive PC named Angus McCown that accrues no exp. The HST has an 
active PC named D.D. who gains exp per the House Rules allowance for positional exp. 
 
Yes. The ST Sarah Sweeney has an inactive PC named Neith who has no accrued exp in over 2 
years. The ST has an active PC named Mitena Muna who gains exp per the House Rules 



allowance for positional exp. 
 
If so, do they actively portray it in this game? Please List 
 
The PCs do not ineract with any plot and are strictly limited to soft RP email scenes when 
dealing within the territory of RaF. The PCs are more than welcome to travel, but may NEVER 
interact with plot from RaF of any sort. 
 
 
OWBN BYLAWS 
Have you read the Character, R&U, Administrative and Coordinator Bylaws and feel that you 
understand them, are willing to uphold them in your chronicle, and enforce them in game and in 
interactions with others? (All STs names must be listed here to assure that they all have read 
them.) 
 
I hereby certify that I have and will. ~ Gary L Bown Jr., HST of RaF 
 
I hereby certify that I have and will. ~ Sarah Sweeney, ST of RaF 
 
I hereby certify that I have and will. ~ Alex Richardson, ST of RaF 


